Parents Visit Tech

ASCIT's Van For Hire

by Dave Parkinson

Last January, under the direction of upperclassman David Alexander, the ASCIT purchased a 1985 Civic Sport Van. The total cost was $12,020.19 and was paid for with funds from the ASCIT van fund, the Student Investment Fund, and an interest-free $5000 loan. The van can seat eight with plenty of room for cargo. The ASCIT van may be used by any member of the corporation at a rate of 22 cents a mile (including gas). For long trips, a gas credit card is issued. Reservations for weekends must be made approximately two weeks in advance, but weekdays are usually open. For reservations or more information, contact Dave Parkinson in Page 103, or at x3774.

The Fraud Squad

by Peter Parker

"Fraud and Bunco Schemes in the Psychic World," sponsored by the Southern California Skeptics and the Caltech Y, drew a crowd of over a hundred skeptical-looking people, mostly non-student, non-Tech.

The money spent on advertising by fortune tellers in the LA area—some $100,000 annually—suggests that it is a highly lucrative operation. LAPD Detective Pat Riley and the Skeptics' magic consultant David Alexander, discussed the methods used by fortune tellers to select victims and separate them from their money.

Retirement home complexes, where illusory presence, gullibility, and money are common, are often magnets for fortune-telling operations; victims may lose their life savings, leaving them destitute.

People who go to fortune tellers often have nowhere else to turn. People who lose their jobs, money, or homes, are forced to look for hope in anything available. In this quest, they often fall for the promises of fortune-telling operations. The tellers sell hope to the desperate, promising to turn people's bad lives around. In return, the tellers expect money, often in the form of credit cards or personal checks.

Often, the cause is a curse. One woman, a former curser, discovered by performing a divination ritual, received a message from a dead relative. Another, after performing a divination ritual, received a message from a dear, departed relative (Niels Bohr); later, Mr. Alexander explained how the ritual had worked. But, they haven't heard anything about the removal of the curse for untold years, the parents of League, which all the freshman advisors and professors of freshman courses have been working on for untold years. Let's hope they like it as much as you do!

The world is our campus; the campus is our staff.
We wish to apologize for an omission in last week’s issue of the Tech. The front page story “Firemen Douse Dabney Bonfire” was written by Tim Allen. We wish to thank Tim for contributing the article and hope that he will pardon the accidental omission of his by-line.

To a somewhat related note, we have received several comments on the omission of certain words from two columns printed in last week’s issues. The articles concerned were those written by Alan Bottick and the review by David Hull. (See Letters to the Editor below.) The words omitted were words which we, as editors, consider to be vulgar and unsuitable for print in this newspaper. We wish to maintain high standards of professionalism during our term as editors and our policy is, and will remain, firm on the subject of printed profanity. Namely, we feel that profanity detracts from the high quality of journalism we are striving to maintain and, therefore, simply refuse to print it.

We do not, however, wish to offend anyone. Should the articles appearing in our last issue were edited by other authors of our position, we feel that an apology is in order. Please excuse also our crude method of censorship. In the future we hope that there will not be a problem with regards to profanity. Should we receive material which does in fact include profanity, however, we will edit as we see fit, but will try to preserve control.

-Peter Ashcroft
Paul Gillespie

Censorship

To the Editors:

The use of the word “- in my review of Escape to Our Underwater World is one of the few trite and pedantic details in the article. And besides jeopardizing the journalistic integrity of the Tech, snipping it out upsets the flow of the prose. As I need all the help I can get with prose style, I’d just as soon you’d left it in. Failing that, I would have preferred to have the two-sentence passage containing it removed whole, rather than spoil ing the rhythm of the writing with an irritating gap. For what it’s worth, I heartily disapprove of the half-hearted attempt to remove it taken. In case there’s another such gap in the first sentence, the word left out was “with black.” But the timing is spoiled now, anyway, so what does it matter.

David Hull

Missing Persons

To the Editors:

There were bound to be a few things missing from the little I, but I did not expect to see any. “P” is a “very little P” if Derek (Langham) is in the Student Directory and Tim isn’t.

To all the ignorant (is that right? radioa-radio) deprived of my experience by this inauspicious oversight, I can only express my genuine conscience—and hope that you are better informed.

Very painfully yours,

Verner Bhansali
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Wednesday ... November 13

The first Noon Update of the year! Al Hibbs from JPL will talk about “JPL and the Space Program.” In Clubroom #1 at lunchtime.

Dr. Shlomo Aronson will speak about “Israel in the Middle East...’’ Baxter Lecture Hall at 7:30 PM. Co-sponsored by Hillel and The Y.

Thursday ... November 14

“The Unvarnished Truth,” a play at the Ahmanson starring James Earl Jones. Sign up in the Y-Car leaves at 7:45 PM.

Sign up for:

The L.A. Philharmonic—The Pasadena Philharmonic Committee has donated tickets to the concert on Sunday, November 17. Free. Signups close after 10 people sign up.

Ski Trip—Friday night, Saturday, and Sunday, November 22-24. Get out of Tech & up to Mammoth the weekend before Thanksgiving. Tentative cost is around $45.

Thanksgiving Dinner—You is trying to match students with local families so that people aren’t stuck eating peanut butter and jelly for dinner. Interested in hosting or being hosted? Sign up now!

Any ideas, comments, or questions? Come by the Y or call us at cl6131.

The Editors’ Desk

LETTERS

CLAGS Posters

To the Editors:

A narrow view and a closed mind are anathema to the educated. These characteristics, I believe, are what most intellectuals find offensive in the Moral Majority and similar organizations. For this reason, I was disappointed by a letter to the Editor below. It is a quote: “I have no desire to see the Caltech reputation behind our diplomas besmirched by this ‘gay’ label.”

However, I have no connection to CLAGS, I realize that respecting the rights of its members can only display an increased respect for and honor to our alma mater.

-Robert Swerney

Lawsuit

To the Editors:

Did Jim Bell purport to给我们 an impartial account of the Bryan vs. Caltech sexual discrimination case in his article, “110,000 Big Ones” Bel! seemed to be repeating the party line, defending our sacred and righteous Institute against ridiculous allegations of sexual discrimination. He is illustrating that an impartial U.S. District Judge ruled against Caltech, and that this is not the first time our Institute has been found guilty of sexual discrimination. But it would be to have him not only to be extremely gifted, but very decent and per- sonal as well. It is not surpris ing that some of his more incursive peers would make him the object of their contempt for this very reason. In implying that “Sam” is actually on their level, Mr. Bottick is both insulting an innocent per son, and aiding the propaganda he himself condemns. I’d rather he didn’t read Bottick.

-Donald Fendell

The editors regret that due to the volume of this week’s mail, it was only possible to publish a representative sample of the letters received.
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The Editors’ Desk

Next Week – The Jerk
in Baxter Lecture Hall
$1.45C members
$1.50 all others
The Inside World

Blacker: Well, I guess we had an OK party, thanks for coming. We'd like to thank all those members of the Upperclassmen's Association of the Month Club: Josh; for not wearing anything; Nancy, for wearing just enough; Dave and Tom, the Blood Brothers; Scott, I think... and none of that matters, because Fellini's films never have plot. You watch 'em for the cinematography. Uh-oh, you're thinking, that means thought. Yes, And the Ship Sails On is one of the funniest (BIG LAUGHS) movies ever made, if you watch it intelligently.

You're Caltech students. You ought to be able to enjoy it.

Fleming: Well, well, it's been a busy weekend for us. First Friday night was $5 for 1 night in the dining room. Brain Damage now has the record for most floats in one night—47, destroying the old record.

And the Ship Sails On

But none of that matters, because Fellini's films never have plot. You watch 'em for the cinematography. Uh-oh, you're thinking, that means thought. Yes, And the Ship Sails On is one of the funniest (BIG LAUGHS) movies ever made, if you watch it intelligently.

You're Caltech students. You ought to be able to enjoy it.

Greg Susca
Painting and Wallcovering
Interior and Exterior
(818) 249-5646
License #456757
Special discounts to Caltech community.

Stanford MBA—

PLAN FOR YOUR FUTURE
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22

A representative from the Stanford Graduate School of Business will be on campus to discuss the exceptional educational opportunity of the Stanford MBA Program with interested students in small group sessions.

Appointments may be made through The Career Development Center

The two-year general management program is designed for those interested in developing senior-level management skills and perspectives applicable to the private, public, and nonprofit sectors.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Stanford, California 94305-2391
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ENTERTAINMENT

ASCIT Movie
by Matt Rowe
And the Ship Sails On
Directed by Federico Fellini

And the Ship Sails On (1983) is the latest film by Italy's greatest director, Federico Fellini. You may have heard of La Dolce Vita. Well, anyway, this is about some funereal voyage for this opera diva (SEX), and there's all these weird people on board, and a rhinoceros. And it's 1914, and the ship is in Serbian waters, and there's an Austrian nobleman aboard (DEATH). (Check your history books.)

But none of that matters, because Fellini's films never have plot. You watch 'em for the cinematography. Uh-oh, you're thinking, that means thought. Yes, And the Ship Sails On is one of the funniest (BIG LAUGHS) movies ever made, if you watch it intelligently.

You're Caltech students. You ought to be able to enjoy it.

Entertainment

Life’s Little Necessities

by Brian Warr

The Creation of the Universe by Timothy Ferris

The Creation of the Universe is regarded as propaganda by some, particularly Catholic. In the second half of this ninety-minute television special we receive a prayer, a verse each from Genesis, and some quotes on the nature of God from Einstein. We are informed that Kepler, Newton and Galileo (!) were all devout religious believers.

Even today theoretical physicists in general believe in God, but it is true, Ferris sadly reveals, that the Nobel Prize has occasionally been awarded to "atheists, agnostics, Jews, Buddhists, Muslims and so on." (If you throw in a gay, a black and a cripple you can form James Watt’s famous committee.)

Finally, we are told that science owes a great deal to religion. This is an outrageous historical lie. I wonder how many of the Caltech audience bought it last Wednesday.

As a television program it was disappointingly low-tech. Mr. Ferris peers into a clapped-out telescope—well, a photo of the Vigo Cluster! We walk step by step back in time in Manhattan, but we seem to go forwards and backwards and totally at the wrong rate. My favorite was the top window of the lighthouse. Again we take our huckered steps backwards in time and the window is to reveal the very moment of creation. But it’s locked, damn it. Oh well! The graphics of particle interactions were passable, but better colors could have made them better. For some reason the ‘grand unified’ X-bosons were depicted as huge spherical blobs interacting with tiny sperm-like objects which were the photons and Z-bosons. In fact, it’s the X-bosons which are small.

With regard to physics there was a good stress on the relationship between very large scale structure and very small scale structure. This is indeed the key idea. There was also a very interesting comment by Hawking that the Universe may be boundaryless, so that the Big Bang is like the North Pole of the Earth. There is nothing ‘before’ the Big Bang in the same way that there is nothing north of the North Pole. That, as a mind-boggling idea, is a hot one.

The other physicists’ comments were not very exciting, except for Wheeler, who imagined that soon the ultimate theory will be found and physicists will turn to each other and say “That’s it, that’s the unified theory.” Oh sure.

One irritating myth that should have been exploded is the idea that universes are infinite. Hawking’s idea is the only thing left. If that’s really true, what are they doing at CERN and Fermilab? (You wouldn’t see quantum gravity even if you built an accelerator from here to Alpha Centauri.)

Overall, the presentation of the physics was a little chopped up, but just about everything was there. It was a pity, though, that the example of electro-magnetism was a little chopped up, but there was an interesting section on the Big Bang. "Solidity is an illusion created by electrons waiting for something to happen." This is a truly obscure example.

It was curious to note that in the list of great physicists, there was no Feynman. On reflection, he was well out of it.

MAKE YOUR MOVE

WITH A CAREER AT LINKABIT.

Due to continuing expansion of our government and commercial projects and the anticipation of new opportunities are made available in the Washington, D.C. area and Boston. We offer excellent benefits and competitive salaries. Please contact your College Placement Office to arrange an on-campus interview and find out how you can make your move with LINKABIT. If we are unable to meet with our representatives, please forward your resume with college transcripts to: Dennis Vincent, M/A-COM LINKABIT, 203 Science Park Road, San Diego, CA 92121.

Wear Office to arrange an on-campus interview and find out about our opportunities for the nature of God from Einstein. The bits are, from least to most significant bit: 0 New, 1 Caffeine-dose by name, the user of the convenient CDB Helmet move creation. But "Diet Coke" were with LINKABIT.

Truffaut Films: Two of his finest films, The 400 Blows (Truffaut’s first feature) and Jules and Jim, Fri. and Sat. at the New Beverly Cinema, 7165 Beverly Blvd., L.A. (213) 938-4038. Call for times.

Kathak Dance: Anjani Ambagaskar’s company of Indian dancers. Beckman Auditorium. Sat. Nov. 9, 8:00 pm. $10.00-8.00-6.00 faculty and student fee. $6.00-5.00-4.00 with student I.D. $5.00 student rush.


Alzheimer’s Disease: This year’s second Watson Lecture, given by Elias Lazarides (Associate Professor of Biology). Beckman Auditorium. Wed. Nov. 13, 8:00 pm. FREE.

FACTOR CHECKOUT: $2 Diet, 3 Cherry, 4-7 Reserved. For example, to order Free, 2 Diet, 3 Cherry, 4-7 Reserved. The Coca-Cola Description byte system.
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We are informed that Kepler, the AI II—ENTERT from Genesis, and some quotes on religious propaganda, perceptibly receive a prayer, a verse or two you can form James Watt’s famous committee.)

Philosophical notes: New carpet is a joy to everyone. Those racks of carpet at Carpetone are like an ocean of refreshment for one’s wiggly toes. Remember, when driving your carpet home, alert other drivers of your new joy with a menacing “Watch the carpet, Buddy!”

Yangle, Yangle, Yangle

= Stay

Inside World (continued from page 3)

Dabney: With every manufacturer extending its line to include Diet, Caffeine Free, New, Old, Classic, and Cherry Flavinals, the average soft drink consumer must meet a tremendous challenge to specify his drink of choice. To ease this in a radical new way, Dabney House, in association with the International Cola Council and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, presents:

The Coca-Cola Description Byte System

Rather than specifying by taste, as the user of the convenient CDB System simply appends the eight-bit code, to the word “Coke.” This bit is from least to most significant bit: 0 New, 1 Caffeine Free, 2 Diet, 3 Cherry, 4-7 Reserved. For example, to order “Diet Coke,” one simply says “Coke!” What could be simpler?

Warning: Combinations not on the market may be constructed using this system.

Care must be taken that only valid Coca-Cola products are ordered. – TC

Ricketts: Get ready for the biggest social event of the year. Bigger than Interhouse, bigger than Beer Ball with Harvey – It’s House Trip to the Lenni- mun Home. Please wear comfortable walking shoes, and no flash pictures will be allowed. This will make up for the social wasteland of last week.

New hot items in Ricketts House: Peter/Pete & Melanie (born just hours apart on this date 21 years ago), Robin & Jonette, Joy & James (kissy-kissy), Sam Weaver & Karen “Wear a Helmet” Segret, Craig & Heidi, and Dan “The Man” Raguin & Laura “O-ree-gon” Smith. Cognoscente Jens “Punker” Alfke amuses all with his hickey the shape of Texas (or was it Maine?).

The Coca-Cola Description Byte System

With regard to physics there was a good stress on the relationship between very large scale structure and very small scale structure. This is indeed the key idea. There was also a very interesting comment by Hawking that the Universe may be boundaryless, so that the Big Bang is like the North Pole of the Earth. There is nothing ‘before’ the Big Bang in the same way that there is nothing north of the North Pole. That, as a mind-boggling idea, is a hot one.

The other physicists’ comments were not very exciting, except for Wheeler, who imagined that soon the ultimate theory will be found and physicists will turn to each other and say “That’s it, that’s the unified theory.” Oh sure.

One irritating myth that should have been exploded is the idea that universes are infinite. Hawking’s idea is the only thing left. If that’s really true, what are they doing at CERN and Fermilab? (You wouldn’t see quantum gravity even if you built an accelerator from here to Alpha Centauri.)

Overall, the presentation of the physics was a little chopped up, but just about everything was there. It was a pity, though, that the example of electro-magnetism was a little chopped up, but there was an interesting section on the Big Bang. “The creative, free-thinking atmosphere at"
Electrical Engineering, Computer Science and Mathematics Majors.

The National Security Agency is responsible for analyzing foreign communications, safeguarding our government's vital communications and securing the government's computer systems.

This three-fold mission requires unheard of solutions to uniquely challenging problems. This is why NSA is—in many areas—working well into the 21st century. Now, you can work with us.

Here are just a few of the possibilities:

**Electrical Engineering.** Research and development projects range from individual equipments to complex interactive systems involving microprocessors, mini-computers and computer graphics. Facilities for engineering analysis and design automation are among the most advanced anywhere.

**Computer Science.** Interdisciplinary careers in computer installations.

**Mathematics.** Projects involve giving vitally important practical applications to mathematical concepts. Specific assignments could include solving communications-related problems, performing long-range mathematical research or evaluating new networking—all in one of the world's largest computer installations.

**National Security Agency** operations. Projects involve giving practicial applications to mathematical concepts. Specific assignments could include solving communications-related problems, performing long-range mathematical research or evaluating new networking—all in one of the world's largest computer installations.

Electrical Engineering majors doing projects in this area could include investigating microprocessors, mini-computers and computer graphics. Facilities for engineering analysis and design automation are among the most advanced anywhere.

Computer Science majors could be involved in computer installations.

Mathematics majors could be working on projects involving giving vitally important practical applications to mathematical concepts. Specific assignments could include solving communications-related problems, performing long-range mathematical research or evaluating new networking—all in one of the world's largest computer installations.

**NSA will be on campus November 21, 1985. For an appointment, contact your placement office.**

Unheard of Career Opportunities

**NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY**

P.O. Box 866
Fort Meade, MD 20755-6000

U.S. Citizenship required.

An equal opportunity employer.
**Football Mash**

by Mike Rigler

Let's get right to the action. The first quarter was a blood-soaked nightmare. Coach Tashima, agitated as one, by one, his Beavers were knocked down by the Inner City Intruders. The first string was depleted continuously during the first half. Half-time, the score was 3 - 13 thanks to an accidental field goal by Rafi Tuncro (54). Our trainer, Jaye Penwarden, had run out of bandages. The team physician, Dr. Jud Lenses, attempted to halt the game at this point. "This isn't football!" he appealed to the referees, "It's World War IV over again!"

Coach Parker, in his mercy, asked for volunteers to go in for the third quarter. Tears filled his eyes when the entire second string stepped forward as one man. The second defense miraculously managed to hold the Intruders, and the second offense eventually scored a touchdown, late in the fourth, pushing the score to 30 - 13. But the touchdown was paid for with blood! Few of those brave lads were able to walk away unassisted. Using the last time-out, Coach Parker quickly formed a team consisting of coaches and third-stringers, saying, "Men, we've got to make our sacrifice worthwhile!"

An interception by Coach Bond gave us the ball on the Beaver 35 with time remaining for just one play. Coach Renfroe snapped the ball to Coach Tashima who faded back, back, back for the long bomb. Coach Bridges held back the Intruder pass blitz as Coach Parker dove across the goal line for a touchdown reception! The crowd went wild!

After hearing the final play on the hospital radio, the injured players threw down their crutches and leaped from their beds and hugged each other with joy. "It's a miracle!" gasped the doctors in the hospital. "Now only little Jonathan will pull through!" Sure enough, Jonathan was out of intensive care and back in uniform in just three days.

**Cross Country Ends Season**

by Khan Verse

The cross country season ended this past weekend with the running of the conference championships at La Mirada Regional park. Caltech's men's team finished up its season by defeating La Verne and Whittier, to place fifth in the conference. Sophomore John Gehring made his presence known by setting a new season record (including forfeits), which is very impressive considering the large number of freshmen on the team. The XC team would like to especially thank La Verne for providing them with more than half of their five victories.

The women's team closed out the season with a fourth-place showing in the conference by defeating Whittier, Redlands, and La Verne last weekend at La Mirada. The top Caltech finisher was Cindy Bures, with a time of 21:50. She was followed by Pam DeMoor (22:44), Yvette Madrid Acosta, Alex Athanasopolous John Haba, and Jeff Willis. Overall, the men's squad ended up with a 5 - 7 dual meet record (including forfeits), which is very impressive considering the large number of freshmen on the team. The XC team would like to especially thank La Verne for providing them with more than half of their five victories.

The women's team closed out the season with a fourth-place showing in the conference by defeating Whittier, Redlands, and La Verne last weekend at La Mirada. The top Caltech finisher was Cindy Bures, with a time of 21:50. She was followed by Pam DeMoor (22:44), Yvette Madrid Acosta, Alex Athanasopolous John Haba, and Jeff Willis. Overall, the men's squad ended up with a 5 - 7 dual meet record (including forfeits), which is very impressive considering the large number of freshmen on the team. The XC team would like to especially thank La Verne for providing them with more than half of their five victories.

The following week was a true test of the team's fortitude and resolve. The Caltech women were cut down by the Inner City Intruders, with blood! Few of those brave lads were able to walk away unassisted. Using the last time-out, Coach Parker quickly formed a team consisting of coaches and third-stringers, saying, "Men, we've got to make our sacrifice worthwhile!"

An interception by Coach Bond gave us the ball on the Beaver 35 with time remaining for just one play. Coach Renfroe snapped the ball to Coach Tashima who faded back, back, back for the long bomb. Coach Bridges held back the Intruder pass blitz as Coach Parker dove across the goal line for a touchdown reception! The crowd went wild!

After hearing the final play on the hospital radio, the injured players threw down their crutches and leaped from their beds and hugged each other with joy. "It's a miracle!" gasped the doctors in the hospital. "Now only little Jonathan will pull through!" Sure enough, Jonathan was out of intensive care and back in uniform in just three days.

**Weekly Sports Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soccer</th>
<th>Whittier 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Club Soccer</td>
<td>Caltech 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volleyball (W)</td>
<td>Caltech 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Polo</td>
<td>Caltech 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fencing (M)</td>
<td>Caltech 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fencing (W)</td>
<td>Caltech 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross Country (W)</td>
<td>Caltech 4th in SCIAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross Country (M)</td>
<td>Caltech 5th in SCIAC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IHC Highlights**

by John Beck

The following were the main issues discussed at this week's IHC meeting:
- RF rule update replaces section 4 of "Resolution" (at the bottom of pg. 115 of the Little T): "Property shall not be damaged or defaced by an RF. Especially prohibited from RF's due to their irreparable nature are the Fleming House President's Bell and the Ricketts House wing." The North Complex Laundry Room is desperately in need of a fan or an air conditioner. With its six dryers and minimal ventilation, the heat and humidity can really be overpowering. The housing office has been informed of the situation but, as usual, it will probably be a while before anything is done about it.
- South House Rehabilitation which has been discussed recently is moving closer to realization. There has been a big push by Provost Vogt, Vice President for Student Affairs Morgan, and Treasurer Morrisroe.

**Even Before Your Name is on the Diploma, Your Name Could be On the American Express Card.**

I t's not too long until you'll be walking up to get your diploma. But there's something you could get right now that will help you in any walk of life. The American Express Card.

Because if you're a senior and you've accepted a $10,000 career-oriented job, you'll probably be going to graduate school as well. That's something you could get right now that will help you in any walk of life. The American Express Card. You've got to get a job after graduation. The American Express Card is also great help to you begin to establish your credit history. So call 1-800-THE-CARD and ask to have a Special Student Application sent to you. Or look for one on campus.

The American Express Card. Don't leave school without it.
Soccer Can't Be Beat

doing Roberts
Holy cow, the Beavers win again! That's right, folks, the Caltech soccer team won yet another game this weekend, defeating Whittier 4-3 in overtime. And let me tell you, this was quite the exciting game. The Pandemonium reigned! There was lots of scoring, tempers flaring, yellow cards, blood, broken bones, and cats living together, mess everywhere.

The festivities opened when Doug Roberts dribbled into the Whittier penalty area and un­leashed a right-footed shot that hit the lower corner of his own goal. Credit for that goal was given to Whittier defender Randy Bounds. So if you want to liven up your Saturday morning, come out and watch your winning soccer team play Redlands here at 10:00.

things evened out when a Whittier defender put a well-placed shot into the lower corner of his own goal. The 85th minute saw the score tied 1-1. But midway through the first overtime period, their dirty tactics failed them when Doug Roberts scored his second goal of the game, this time on a left-footed shot from outside the box. This really pissed off the kids from Whittier. Realizing that they were already receiving a yellow card for foul play, threw an elbow into Michael Keating's face. Michael had to be carried off the field and rushed to the hospital to have his broken nose set. But Caltech had the last laugh, when they walked away winners.

So if you want to liven up your Saturday morning, come out and watch your winning soccer team play Redlands here at 10:00.

Interhouse Softball

Target from page 5
hands, the role of Chris Lloyd may have fallen flat. Hackman, meanwhile, manages to make a perfectly believable transition from a weak-willed agent, which is no mean feat. Hackman plays his part with a perfect timing and a fine control over the lead.

From this perspective, it is perfectly believable transition from a dull lumberyard worker to a merciless agent, which is no mean feat. Hackman plays his part with a fine control over the lead.

All things considered, Target is a fine film. It has top-notch acting, great direction, tight, clean filmwork, and some wonderful stunts. If you're looking for adventure, give it a try. It may not be as much of a mystery as they claim, but it is in a lot of fun.
Early Frost
Monday at 9:00, NBC will air Early Frost, a critically acclaimed film about AIDS in the family. Clare Bagnall will be screening the film in the Y Lounge then, and everyone is welcome to drop by. Also, remember the work party for the CLAGS office Saturday afternoon.

Caltech Flying Club
The Aero Association of Caltech is having a General Meeting on Sunday, November 13, 1985 at 7:30 pm on the Salvadori Rooom, South Munich. We hope that a few Japanese Members will be present, and we hope a few non-Japanese Members are welcome and encourage them to come and enjoy themselves. Refreshments will be served.

CMRS Meeting
The CMRS Meeting will be held in the Art Center on Sunday, November 13, 1985 at 7:30 pm in the Y Lounge. The meeting will be preceded by a short video, and everyone is welcome to attend.

Caltech Clubhouse
The Bridge Clubhouse meets Mondays at 7:00 pm in the Red Room Cafe. We welcome all students to drop by and enjoy a friendly environment.

Caltech Art Show
The Annual Caltech Art Show will be held on Sunday, November 23, 1985 at 1:00 pm in the Winnett Lounge. The show will feature a variety of artworks by students and faculty.

Caltech Student Housing
The Housing Office is hiring students on a part-time basis to handle clerical jobs in the office. The hours are flexible and usually do not exceed 10 hours per week during the school year and can become full time during the summer months. If you are interested, please see Elsa Goodmud for details.

Manage an Apartment
The Housing Office will soon have an opening for an Apartment Manager at 1170 E. Del Mar. The position will involve approximately 20 hours of work per week, with more hours possible during the summer months. The job also offers some benefits, some of which are available sometime in December, and interested applicants should fill out an application in the Housing Office and see Elsa Goodmud.

ArtsTech '85
From November 18 through November 23, CalArts will host a joint CalArts-Caltech Computer Art Show. The show will consist of a gallery of hanging art, a computer graphics demonstration, and a workshop.

Women's Basketball
Practice at 11:00 am Sunday, at the Caltech Gym.

Student Housing Jobs
The City of Pasadena is hiring students for a part-time job in various clerical jobs in the office. The hours are flexible and usually do not exceed 10 hours per week during the school year and can become full time during the summer months. If you are interested, please see Elsa Goodmud for details.

Manage an Apartment
The Housing Office will soon have an opening for an Apartment Manager at 1170 E. Del Mar. The position will involve approximately 20 hours of work per week, with more hours possible during the summer months. The job also offers some benefits, some of which are available sometime in December, and interested applicants should fill out an application in the Housing Office and see Elsa Goodmud.

ArtsTech '85
From November 18 through November 23, CalArts will host a joint CalArts-Caltech Computer Art Show. The show will consist of a gallery of hanging art, a computer graphics demonstration, and a workshop.

Women's Basketball
Practice at 11:00 am Sunday, at the Caltech Gym.